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' -.... -1. SIR K COUZENS . 

2. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

THE OVERVALUED POUND 

cc Financial Secretary 
Mr Burns 
Sir K Couzens 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Monck __ 
Mrs Lomax--
Mr Peretz 
Mr Riley 
Mr Spencer 
~ Ridley . 

1. You asked for comments on the article by David King ot OECD 
in the December issue of the Banker. He argues torcefully that the 
strength ot the pound threatens the survival ot UK industry and 

proposes exchange market intervention as the solution. Neither 
analysis nor pres~ion is especially new, but the questions raised 
are ot such importance that we must expect discussion along these 
lines to continue and to engage public interest increasingly during 
the coming year. 

Analysis 

2. The appreciation of the exchange rate is attributable in part 
to relatively high interest rates in the UK and in part to oil 
production and prices. That much is common ground, although the 
relative importance of the two factors is in dispute: David King 
suggests only 10 per cent as the long-term effect of oil on the 
exchange rate, we would suggest more. There may well remain S.ome 
appreciation which is not adequately explained by either of these 
factors. It eould be that to some extent the pound is high simply 
because speculators have come to expect it to be high (or have come 
to expect the obvious alternatives like the dollar and the mark to be 
relatively weak). 

3. David King is very confident that sooner or later the pound will 
fall. By 1985 he expects a depreciation of 30-50 per cent. We would 
be much less confident, perhaps because we have seen so many forecasts 
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CONlIDENTIAL 
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of depreciation - our own and1 other.s - proved wrong in the last 
few years. The latest print-out I have seen shows a depreciation 
by the mid-eighties of only about 10~15 per cent. This m~ be 
partly because we see domestic financial conditions as quite tight, 
even in the later years of the MTYS. 

4. There m~ be some tendency to exaggerate the extent of damage 
which this loss of competitiveness will cause to UK industry, but 
we accept that the prospect for manufacturing industry in particular 
over the next few years is very bleak. There may be SODle reliet froll 

" 

',' .: . . , 

lower wage settlements, but (as King says) thi's can only offer us the . 
hope of regaining competitiveness slowly over a period ot many years. 
If we are to regain competitiveness anything like as swiftly as we 

, .3-
have lost it, it can only be by means of a fall in the exchange rate • .. '" 

Prescription 

5. The article assumes that it would be advantageous to secure a 
very substantial fall in the exchange rate, if it were possible. 
"Overvaluation" of 35 per cent is mentioned, although the basis for 
that estimate is not made clear. But a fall of 35 per cent in the 
exchange rate during 1981 would probably add more than 10 per cent to ' 
prices over the next two years, maintaining an inflation rate of, s.:r, ,· 
15 per cent a year up to the end of 1982. A. more modest depreciation, 
s~ 15 per cent, might still be enough to hold the rate of inflation 
at around 12 or 13 per cent over the next two years. To the extent 
that the reduction in the scale of wage settlements was delayed as 
a consequence, the improvement in competitiveness would be eroded. 

6. It is not easy to judge the relative priority of competitiveness 
and inflation, but the article is surely misleading in treating 
depreciation as an unambiguous gain. If sterling wereto fall sharply 
this year, whether by accident or design, we would have to consider 
whether other steps, indirect tax cuts for example, were needed to 
blunt the immediate implications for the price level. If one accepts 
the thesis of the article, however, that depreciation sooner or later 

\ " is inevitable, then the question is rather whether one would prefer 
to see the consequential rise in prices sooner rather than later. 
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7. On the assumption. that depr~c~.ation is desirable, the article 
asserts that it is also ~chievab10o The first step is to declare an 
intention to ·maintain the exchange rate close to the level indicated 
by the relative growth o~ the money supply at home and abroad. 
Tacitly, it is also proposed that we make an initial move on the 
exchange rate back to equilibrium from its present substantial over
valuation. This 1s a great deal more difficult than the article 

" , 
¥ 

" 

suggests. We do not know what the appropriate equilibrium level ~ 

would be, and if we made a guess we have no reason to believe that· 
" the market would readily accept it. It is not ' enough to say, as 

K~g does, that in the long run everyone agrees that exchange rates 
tend to move in line with relative monetary growth. (In fact, ° even 

, 

that proposition is debatable.) There is also the problem of pick~g ) 
the right starting level for the exchange rate,*granted that the 
existing level is in some sense too high. 

8. Por these reasons, we have argued strongly against anything that 
amounted to a commitment to an exchange rate target. Experience both 
in the UK and elsewhere suggests that governments, despite the 
deployment of vast ~inancialre80urce~, usually fail in their attempt. 
to control exchange rates. This, on its own, woul4 not rule out soae 
foreign exchange intervention if it were desirable on other grounds, 
but it suggests that one should steer clear of a commitment to a 
particular rate. Whether it is in ,fact possible to intervene sub
stantially without declaring a target rate, is itself problematic. 

9. King argues that the authorities, having declared their target, 
should intervene as necessary to achieve it, ~inancing their purch •••• 
of foreign currency assets by issuing sterling debt. This, he 
maintains, need not add to the money supply at all, and even if it do •• " 
it will not be inflationary because it will be merely providing assete . 
which the private sector wishes to hold. As a consequence, interest 
rates must be higher than they otherwise would have been - that is 
the expected fall in interest rates must be delayed. This will 
spread the res~ictive effects of the counte~-in~lationary policy more 
evenly over the economy. In a rather obscure passage, he suggests 
that the resulting composition of saving and investment is in some 
sense "more consistent with policy". This may mean the sae as saying 
that the impact of policy is more evenly spread. If so, it is probab17 

, ' 
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a valid point, but one must remember that equality of sacrifice will 
not be universally popular. There would be a lot of disappointment 
now if interest rates did not fall in the course of this year, even 
if the exchange rate were lower. 

10. The combination of intervention and higher interest rates might 
1 

not in fact do very much to reduce the exchange rate. On balance, 
it would, we think, tend to move the rate in the "right" direction, 
but we have little idea how much intervention, and how much extra 
borrowing, would be necessary to have a signif}cant impact on the 
rate. The numbers involved could be very large indeed - certainly 
if one was talking, as King seeJls to be, or a really sizeable 
depreciation as the aim. 

. , 
• 

/ 
'> .'. 

• . {I 

11. It is really quite facile to conclude, as Jing does, that ;, 
"sterling need not pass another week overvalued". The problems with 
the course of action he proposes are fomidable. 80, however, are the 
problems we face over the next rew years it the recent loss of 
competitiveness i8 not reversed. 

\ " 
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THE OVERVALUED POUND . . ./ 
I agree with Y1r Britton's note attached on the David King article ~ ._ 

in the December issue of the "Banker". Philosophy apart, what 
David King is saying is that we should intervene on a substantial 

scale to lower the exchange rate and offset the effect that might 
have on the.money supply by -selling more gilts. Both the 

Financial Secretary and Mr Britton have commented on ,the 
difficulties of achieving that and the likelihood that it would 

require higher interest rates, which would themselves offset the 

• ""fit 

effect of the intervention on the rate.. . " 

2. During much of 1977 we were in fact trying to do very much 
what David King proposes: intervening on a large scale to ,hold 

down the rate and trying to -step up gilt sales to control the 

money supply. In October 1977 the effort was given up in the 
interests of controlling the money supply, and the rate then rose 

only modestly. But on that occasion the intervention seemed to 

attract inflows, interest rates were forced down'rather than up 

and for a time the sale of 19i1.ts was made easier by a combination 

of the expectation of falling interest rates and.. the increase ~: 

liquidity which the inflows represented or created. Interest - -. 
rates were driven well ' below the levels .appropriate to control ·': ,' " 

of domestic . credit and that -waspart~-· of-::· ·the reason for the -final __ .: :' 
" ~ 

~ 
1 

"uncapping". 

~ 
3. This experience suggests that although trying to sell more 

gilts will always tend ,to put interest rates up compared with not 

trying to sell more gilts; the intervention itself and the policy of 1 . 
driving down the rate will also have an interest rate effect ~hich _, 

' . -~", 

1 
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.:cay go lI: either direction a.'1d may sv;&.rr!p or accentuate the effect 

of the atte:::npted extra gilt sales, at least for , a time. If the 

market simply does not believe that the intervention will succeed in 
. , "", ~ 

holding or pushing the rate down, the effect will be to attract ' ,,_ I 

. . " .' 

inflows. People will rush to buy a currency which is being offer~d~ ' 
, " "~ _J;,; -

as they think, on the cheap. The effect on interest rates may be~' 
~ • f.,~,:". ~~;.~>~- ... ;:; ... ..;.~, .,.-+: .... ,.. ... ~ .. ~~. • ...... 

on 1977 lines. On the other hand if the market decides that yo~ 

intervention is going to succeed and that on reflexion .~ your ' :""'.~"' .. ' ~_" "".": 

currency is indeed overvalued, you may precipitate -a 's"lide.-- ·, 'I'hat 

is more like what happened in the spring of 1976 whe~, ' although :'<->_~: 
there was no intervention, the market got the idea that the 

• ~ - .... ~ 9.? -.I 

authori ties wanted the rate down. Then the effect will :.go th~ £~:::,.~ '. ~' -
• •••. ... r ...... .. • ...~ 

other way. One may precipitate a capital outflow, especiallY ,-i-f ',' ~ . ' ,:..., . 
one is' holding a lot of volatile money of one kind or 'Snother. ',' :, ..... . 

The result could be a lot of contraction,' sharPly .ri~~g ' inter~st' ~ " .. 
. .. .' ~ ...... 

rates, an acute .. problem of selling gilts and ,:perh~ps the , 
. ~ ,-

intervention rapidly turning -round into support for the -rate, ' ,~, : <' 

modest or otherwise. : That was the story in~1976. 

4. It is also ,true that traditionally countries like ,Germany . and ·, ' ., 
. - ~ . 

Switzerland, ,whenthey;{ have -made maj ' or efforts ,to hold .~own ~ ~::.he~r~.?.;,;~ 

exchange rate, 'have' ratt.ed to use interest' .rate policy in~ harn~ss 
\ . ... 

with intervention to ~hieve their purpose, just as Germany and 

others ' in Europe 'have ~sed interest rates as well as interventio~ ", 
recently to hold their rates up. Perhaps the one sure conclusion" .· 

. - . -''''''' ''-

is that .. if you '-are pursuing .an exchange rate objective 

which carriefj you any distance from"market "Tates you will -' probablY ~' .. :.· 
. ' . '. . , ' .. :" . 

be very -lucky 1;0 end up< wi:t;h ·the fulterest 'rate:: ,,'you ';would "like 1;~ ' :~,' 

have -£ordomestic ,-: monetary, purp,ose.?~~:-?;:,. . ,'. 

I. " 

5. All ,of which leads me, l -ike l1r: Britton, ~ :to: the View:,that .. ~.-:-:;:,';;~~< 
.,' 

11r King l,s 'sblutionas rehearsed l.s a li tt~.l.e ·simpli"S_te. ~-"" ___ 'i:' : , 

'. '~ 
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Chancellor of the Exchequer 

NIEHANS 

cc Chief Sec ('e tc) cy 
Financia'l Secretary 
Sir Doue;las \.Jass 
Mr Ryrie 
Sir Kenneth Cou:0enr; 

without attachment: 

Mr Burns 
Mr Britton 
Mrs Lomax 

1 . You and others might like to have a copy of the paper P "{ : ' ! !'c ; i 
~ 

by . JUre; Niehans, a Swiss economist who was commissioned to do ,) 

study: on sterling appreciation by the Centre for Policy' Studi cfi. 

The report is due to 'be . published shortly by the Centre. 

2. Dr Ni~hans was recommended for the study by Alan Waltersw 

. His views are very similar to those of Mr ' Walters. The report 'i.s 

a l<?ngone, so I also attach a short digest ~f key passae;es prc:pared 

by Mr Burns. He and I attended a seminar to dis'cuss the stud.v l-Jith 

Ihehans who,' I have also scen on a . number of earlier occasion l'1 . , 

3~ , Th~ ' study i ,s stronf5on views but not . so strong onan~lysi (: 
.' , 

and evidence. It also , nO,t surprisingl,Y for a piece of \ .... or'k <lOT)! 

over a 5 week p,eri?dby someone unfamiliar 1rli th our institution :'; , 
tends to treat the' UK as' though it was Switzerland. \>lith on0 

exception there is nothing very ne '" ~n ,it. But it is a very l~ ll ~')(\ 

read for anyone with the time. Perhaps I could pick out a f ev! 

points. 

'f.. Niehans' basic proposition that the exchane;o T'ai, n Ita;.,; OV( ' ' : ' 1'01-

in both normal and real terms is one with which most poople VIOIl I d 

agree. The causes of the overshoot are however i 10 t ly con C('t'; t; (! , ~. 

~(ay and Forsyth you will remember attribute a major role in th i.:; 
~ . 

,{;o North Sea oil. Niehaus, and Walters are rie;ht at the other end 

of the spectrum in assigning a very small weight indeed tot110 

North Sea. ' They attribute: the overshooting overwhelmingly to tho 

tightness of domest.!.~ mone,tary policy. 

5. The argument is one with which you will be familiar from t he 

papers put into the Select Committee by some of their own advi ~)(~ r's 

and outsiders such as Professor Dornbush. It suge;ests that , tlw " , 



. . 
, ' 

.. ,.. , • 
exchange rate adjusts quickly to tighter moncl;a,cy eOJ1.cl.iLiuII:. 

But prices and wa(jcs adjust only sl.(\wly. So intcf'c!'-~t r;\Lc:: 

have to remain high in' the short term, and the exchange 1';1 Lf' 

rises by more than is justified by the relative C;I'olf.'t;h of th l' 

money 'supply, in the UK and overseas. 

6. You obviously cannot construct an argument ba~Jed on £l'V) 

growth because it is much too high. The argument is uGua] "J.y jJlll. 

in terms of expectat~ons engendered by " the medium term stra'\.;(T': : 

or in terms of real inteJ~est rates. It has to be llD,sed on 

expectations in some form or other. The question is what 

the expectations. 

7. Niehans (and Walters) have come up with a new anglo in 

relating overshooting to the tightness of domestic policy a ~ 

seen by observing movements : in the monetary base .. 

This diagnosis affects the policy prescription to relax mon ct:J.r','f 

policy: 

a. to the extent necessary to rectify cxceGsive n:181: 

tightness; and if t "his does not succeed in brj.nf~.inc: dO\-1r1 L 1 1 ~ 

exchange rate 

b. by specifically overriding the monetary target in \:" :-,ur 

of ~ exchange rate objective. Niehans picks a rate o f : ;' .1) 

as the point at which the "Imperial Guard" is rolled O li\, :C 

expand the money supply temporarily unti 1 the exchanfJ;c I " , \, ( ' 

falls - by intex'vention and a progressive loviE:ring of j.t,r {' I ' c::-~L 

rates. 

8. There are a number of c,i fficul ties with this: 

a. ' the numbers for the monetary base cannot carry too . 'l ':'l. 'L 

a burden of explanation. And they cannot have influer:.c « : 

expectations in a direct sense because practically no-on !. ' 

knows what they "are. The base has been provided on dcm;J! ,i 

under a system where discount window lending was 'availab1u 

without penalty at a market rate. So the numbers cannot co:': 
us too much about the banks I true demand for cash, or trw 

tightness of policy. 

b. Niehans uses some strange numbers - for e;ood reason rj, 

because we do not publish a series - for the 'base. He sur;e;csl:is 

t 
'\ 
'j 
'! 
'i 
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that the base lS about 10% below trend . 

suggest it is about half that. 

'- ' 

c. The objective of monetary policy has o f course tw cn 

to reduce monetary growth in order to e;et infl a tion del'I I T! 

So there 'is no reason why we should expect monetary g r o\'/;,; l 

. to be on the trend.' of the 70s. And there is some curiou:, 

1 
J 
i , 

• I 

{ 
i , , 
• 
f , 

logic invol v:ed in suggesting that we should compensate .co l ' , , 

tightness in this sense. 

look,'at it ,this way_ The monetary base scboo l suc;e;e~3 t ~-.) 

keeping the growth of the wide base st eady in order t o h [ 'j, llC; 

l0rtg term stability to prices. It is not a f ine tu n f,ll ~ ' ; 

<lpI>J·oach. A Growth rate of 5-6% a year in Mo ' is usually 

suggested as , being , ~ohsistent with the MTFS figures and 
'also 'with a reaEionable inflation ' obj'ecti ve for the time 'b( " j.He · 

" This is about ~he rite',' at which the base is currently g r o'.-r:i.ilC . 
. : "Most would want to get it down to 2% eventually. So it i :::; 

very odd to :recommend that ' the base sholJld be allowed to 

exPand back to ' 13-15% or pe~haps ' a lot further if the exchane;e - . 
rate ~tays sticky, to counteract the effects of what is 3 () Cn 
~. ~: . , ". . ,'-

as, excessive .tightness over the past 3 years in order to g~~t 
_ • .. 0' • 

it back over perhaps a shorter period to 1.-Vhere it is no'!!.. 

d. ' There was considerable ' consternation at the seminar' --' 
p,ar~i,c~lar'1Y': 'from,' Patl';'ick Minford and Sam Brittnn - ' 'l;liat, ( :VOTl 

if the argument 'for ' a temporary relaxation on ~; 11 e g~oun<i : ; t) r 
• 1, .;'i ,\' , • 

excessive tightness in the past was valid, it would' be v qJ':'y 

difficu1 t to pr'esent ' ~onvincingiy. People would assume thn I; 

the domestic monetary policy was being relaxed permanently . 
" -. . 

Moreover , given the" stic.k:i,ness of the exchange rate, in r c lat i OIJ 
to changes , in' int~,rest rates and intervention - and indeed our 

past lack of success with exchange rate policy - they \o[oulcl 

probably be righ:t ..,lI,',. In, ,this context, Niehans is however 

: undoubtedly right 1na,uggesting that inte~'~,ention which does 

not affect ' the ' ~~ney ;supply js unlikely to ha\re much ~ffect on' 
. "; ... '. ~ 

the exchange 'rate. '" , ". 

9. ' I , must say' that I thiD.k ' the issue is not all that complicated. 

If the ,exchange rate was · not so high, no-one would be dru~ing' th~ 
.' ',. . 

domestic monetary statistics looking for an aggregate that app0~red 
to' pro,duce a -: degree , o.t", ti.ght'n~ss ' which appeared t ,o furni~h ' a '" . 

:" 
, , 
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• 

We thought Treasury Ministers might find it helpful to have a 
retrospective note about the sharp fall in sterling in early June; 
its causes and how it fitted with the pattern of developments of 
previous weeks; and how it was handled. There may be some lessons 
for the future; and the episode has served to reinforce some lessons ' 
of the past. 

What happened 

2. Over the period from early April to end-May th-e £ had fallen 
against the dollar by about 6% (from $2.20 to 2.07), ri~en ~ainst 

...... f' /' 

the DM (and other EMS currencies) by about :-o~, with the"effective t 
.; .r ~ .' 

rate remaining surprisingly steady at a little 

. 
. ~ -

, , 



On Monday 1 June for the first time the effective rate 

beGan to fall, ending the day at 98.25, with the dollar 

rate at 12.06, and the DM cross rate down from 4.82 to 

under 4.80. 

On Tuesday 2 June the dollar strengthened against all 

currencies, despite the pUblication of a substantial 

German current account surplus for April. Sterling 

closed at under $2.04. 

On Wednesday .3 June sterling came under strong selling 

pressure both from Europe and the US, and against 

European currencies as well as the dollar. Operators 

were said to be "testing $2.00", presumably to see if 

it was of psychological importance to the market, or, 

perhaps, a level at which the authorities would intervene -

with the market mood sparked by the $4 a barrel cut in 

11exican oil prices. I'1inisters agreed that the Bank should 

intervene on a more substantial scale (hopefully less 

t:l~n $80 million, certainly not in three figures) to try 

to steady the rate; that if it became clear more substantial 

amounts ",rere needed they should desist; and that the opera

tions should be handled so as to avoid giving any impression 

that we ··: f:: re tryinG to defend some particular rate (such as 

$2.00). In the event t h e Bank spent $59 million in London, 

us ing a ~ , .' ide variety of b:3:1ks as agents - thus dsnonstrating 

in no uncert ain r:a:c1ner t~eir presence in the r.1ar k et. After 

the 1.1onoo n close th ~y s-:JE::nt a further $28 million in New 

York, but even so the rat e f ell below $2.00. 

Cn Tj1Ur~).J8Y 4 June , th e n!te o:J ened in London at ~1.9740, - -- _._. -~ ~ -~ ----- ---- .... 

""ith t:le VIi cros s J'2t e do· .. :n t o 4 . 70 (fI'Ocn arou nd 4 .80 

t\·.'O da;ys ('c1r li er). I n the ~'lol'ni n g the 3 ,::nk spent $39 

million ~s ste rl inG c ~~e unde r f urth er s elling pre s sure 

f ron s ~)e l:uJ3 t i ve nnd ce· :~le rci8 1 SOlE' ces . At 1 300 hours, 

at a Ec ebnc beb\'een the Pri ,:, c ;v:.in i ster, Ch8n c e110r and 

GDve rn or, 8n extended t;uid e l i:l e for Bank in te rvention was 

2 



settled'. The Governor was authorised to continue 

smoothing action on the same general basis as had been 

a~reed for 3 June, with an overall limit of $500 million 

for the rest of the week up to 11 June. Later in the 

day the dollar rose against all currencies as the Fed 

acted to tighten US domestic monetary conditions, and 

the DM fell on the "news" that the Bundesbank had decided 

against any further tightening of German credit policy. 

By late in the day (after the Londm close) the sterling 

dollar rate had fallen a further 3 cents, to $1.94; but 
the rate against the DI1 was little changed over the day 

at just under 4.69. 

On Friday 5 June the Bank sold $48 million a resumption 

of operations in the Far East; and a further $41 million 

when the rate weakened further in mid-afternoon in London. 

By London close the dollar rate was down to $1.9150, 
and the Dl1 cross rate to under 4.64, with the news that 

ElIDe had opened talks with North Sea producers to cut 

oil prices still undigested. 

On Mond~y 8 June the Bank started the week with sUbstantial 

intervention ($115 million) in the Far East. Such opera

tions two days running could not but be noticed (although 

the B:mk' s name was not pas s ed op enly) and this seemed 

to r eassure operator s b ecaus e for the res t of the day, 

wi th the cont i nental c ent res on hol i day, t h e ma..rket V.'aS 

quiet. The dollar eased generally on publication of 

unexpe ct ed ly Eood money supply fi gure s. By London close 

the rate agains t the do llar had r ecovered to $1. 9410 and 

t:l e DM c ros s rate t o 4 . 67. 

3. And t11at really I!larked the end of the ep i sod e. On 9 and 10 June 

the Bank intervened on oc casion in a very sElall vJay (a total of 

~15 rnill~o n ove r the t wo days ); bu t by ~l'hursday 11 June they were 

abl e to buy $8 mi ll i on f r om the market. At clos e on 11 June the 

rate \·;a s ~1. 9 502, and the DI1 c r os s rate 4. 68. From the Prime 

V~nister ' s meet in~ on 4 J une up t o close of busines s on 11 June 

3 



.the Bank had spen" .a total of $211 mi llion net out of the aGreed' 4-
"ration" of ~500 million. 

4, By 1'10nday 15 June in New York stcrlinG had risen aGainst the 

dollar back above $2.00 (DM cross rate, 4.70), and was strong 

enough to take the news that 13NOC had been oblic;cd to aeree North 

Sea price cuts of $'+.25 per barrel VIi th no more than a small 

reaction - opening in London on 16 June at ~l. <)3,'30. The Graph 

a t Annex 1 shows these movcnents, and also how the effective rate 

moved over the period. ~close on 16 June the dollar rate stood 

at $1.9970, the DM cross rate at 4.70, and the effective rate at 

95.7. Today (26 June) all three rates have fallen back ac,qin, 

though t}-u::y rem8in above the lov:s re(~ ched on 5 JU.ne (lunchtj me 

rates on ~b June: ~1.9413, D~ 4.G6, 94.4 effective). 

!--'hy did it happe?l? . 

5. Looked at ov e r a lonce r period, the fall. t e.ken toc;ether vIi th 

the subsequent recovery can be seen as a broad continuation of a 

fall (shared by all Europe an currencies) against the dollar over 

a p e "T' l od starting to'l.' 8rd s the end of J 2.-'1uary, ',.:hen sterling stood 

~t o·'.'e r $2.40 (s e e J..nnex 2). With 502e fluct \l3t~. ons the dollar 

had risen to $2.20 t6 t~e .£ in .f._pril and $2.10 in r-:CiY. The principal 

re«~on fol' the dollar I s Cl·o i·.'in~ strE: !l[;th must hsve been the cO"!Jti nuing 

I n -, . ~ ~ v "T t ,,.,n "' re ' ,,' -- n 
".r';, J. J U .(":'l L , L.l J. 'J ~J~...:t....-:.1.. 

.'; , ( _., r> • ''') • X 7) -i s . . ) ,', -, o t. ,_ .-. • • l:: ../ .' .. I j l-
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held do~~ for a time by heavy support given to the French Franc 

within the D1S arrangements particularly after the Presidential 

election result on 10 May; but by the end of May this pressure 

had eased. The market was ready to turn its attention elsewhere. 

In the circumstances it needed only a fairly small event - the 

Mexican oil price cut - to trigger a reassessment for sterling. 

7. Once a fall was under way, the possible significance of a 

$2.00 rate may have been a complicating factor. And, as always, 

there was a danger of a fall becoming self-feeding. Suggestions 

beGan to appear on the tapes and in the overseas press about under

lying eC{J{Jomic and industrial difficulties. These became combined 

with COI~2nts that the falling rate itself would exacerbate inflation

ary pressures, "'/Orsen the current account and perhaps lead to capital 

outflows. All items of news tended to be looked at for their possible 

neGative implications for sterling, whatever the logic. The negotia

tions over North Sea oil prices at:tracted some particular coru:nent. 

Effect of intervention 

8. In these circumstances, the modest amount of intervention the 

BCl.!' i.: undertook almost cettainly had a braking effect, as intended. 

It is clc~' we could not have held any particular rate, such as 

t2.00, ",i thout much more substantial intervention. The rate itself 

hc;d, to be allo" .. ed to teke most of the strain. It is of course 

po ssi bl e that the IJ<.1J'ket \.you Id have steadi ed itself ",lith no help 
j~I'O::l Ule 3 ::-::.nk. nut this \-;,3S not certain, particula:?,ysince there 

!ley ~ave been so;:}e in the J.irut:et \·;ho thousht the authorities ,,·;anted 

a 10\':er rate, a:Jd '.,;ou] d con'inue to intervene HSYFw--:1etrically to that 

end. There ~as a risk of a self-feedinc slide in confidence. 

\}(; t!link it \-:8S \\'e11 \\'orth \·.'hile undeI'ta}~inG a Iwdest amount of 

intE;r-,'ention to help c31 m the :'.01'Ket' s nerves, [:i nd to rerr,ove My 

:i ;_~~r0ssion that the 8uthorities ,·;ould be cor, ::'cnt simply to stand 

(1 s) de shou ld a continu i ng slid e cet und er ".:ay. 

5 



ssessment and Les30ns for the future 

9. There are a number of reasons why we can perhaps feel reasonably 

h~ppy about this episode. 

First, of course, the fact that on this occasion 

sterling recovered so promptly. This tends to suggest 

that the basic reason for the fall vlaS as described in 

paragraph 6 above. The market overreacted a- little at 

first, but soon recovered. The view held by some that 

the £ was likely to collapse at once at the first sign 

of any fall~ has proved over-pessimistic. 

Secondly, others , .... ill have learnt hov: the Governr;wnt will 

respond to this kind of pressure. "i!e have ah-;ays said that 

"\~'hether the rate is rising or falling" the policy is to 

act to smooth undue fluctuations. People have now seen in 

practice the line we draw - neither st8nding idly by, nor 

intervening to try to _achieve some parti cular rete. 

is nothing ma8ic, in particular, about $2.00. 

Thirdly, the demonstration that under the Government's 

policy the £. CEm fall as v,lell as rise (v:hile the fall in 

the effective rate has in practice been very limited) 

way have helped ~ake so;::;e of the steaI::l out of the c2_spaicn 

by the C3I a:Jd ot:-1(;:::'S for a J o' .. :c:::' O:C:l2. :-JCe ::.--ate. 'Y.'1e fall 

aGainst the dol18r see~s to ~~ve br0u~ht ho~ e to ~8]y that 

a lov;er o:che:JJCe rate bri ncs hi cr, e r i :~_port ed costs as '.-.'ell 

?s b(~nefits for co:::peU_tivc::J r: ss. To h:-:;ve fallen :Jore 

aGainst the dollar th2n the D;'j is of cour se not ideal, but 

there is s O;.:Je hope that in futi.ne t:-Jj s situ2tion will reverse 

itself to so me de[:::,ce if the Dl'l l' CC0ve:::'s end dollar interest 

rates fall. 

6 



't{ 
'1" Fourthl~, on the operations themselves, it was encouracing 

that we and the Bank were able to a~ree so proQptly on the 

balance to be struck between standing out of the market 

altogether and excessive response the other way. We were 

as a result able to settle the pattern of intervention 

shortly after the fall beGan, recognising from the outset 

that intervention could only act as a brake, and that to 

prevent movement going further policy action (interest 

rates) would be required. Judged by results the tactics 

chosen were successful - the BRnk needed to use less than 

half their acreed intervention "ration". 

10. We ~uuld list the following lessons for the future:-

(i) This experience does nothing to ch~1ge our view that 

the right ,,:ay to tackle sharp chances in the rate is not large 

scale intervention, but modest intervention combined with a 

readirJcss to take policy :::easures if judGed appropriate. (It 

is pal'ticularly important to avoid Giving the market e.ny 

impre:"'Gion that intervention is aimed at any partlcular rate). 

The rate can recover without l~be scale intervention; indeed 

it may do so nore easily. 

(ii) It vJa S helpful t~C1t riini st ers i·;e r e abl e to ta~~e a 

Cel!!! line in nublic str~,t (' : :j ':JCJts, an d Pl'c'. ~bly l:elpful too 

thst t:le £!'o'.md n3d bc c: n :~ o ;,:el1 ;) :, cp~~T ed. (As l ong aEo as 
r 

12st j'ear I s r~~lnsion :1ou ~; e .)(;t:: C'1 ""L :le Q: '..,:-: c ellor ac',.cn::n,'ledGed 

the ? 0 s sib iIi t;y t hat so:: c .:.~;:11 1 ~ n s t e ~' 1 inc c ~ u J doc cur) • In 

s eneral thoueh, the o:perl (-:, ce cCI!lfi ~' ~;e j ttei::;;Jort2.nce of 

s<v-i 1)G as little [~ s po:~ s i':lle In ;ubJic :::l ur i ne t,::;>isodes of 

thj s }~ind. 

(iii) On the o~erRtions th c~selv p s, it is cl ear that tactics 

in the market }: :l 'v'e to be left to the 

official Trea~u ry DOl' Ministers C 8 D h9 pe to b2ckse~t drive 

on an hour by hour bi1si s round the cJ ock. 

7 



i0 
• (i v) It is therefore of the greatest importance that the , I 

[round rules under 'v:hich the Bank are to operate should 

continue to be ae;reed as clearly, unrunbiguously, and explictly 

as possible in advance. Thin~s could, for example, have gone 

very 'wrong if matters had been ill defined and the Bank had 

'vJronsly derived the general impression that Mini sters 

attached special importance to a ~2.00 rate. Equally thinGs 

could have gone wrong had the Bank been left with the impres-

sion that they were not to intervene at all, or (worse) to 

continue to do so asymmetrically to try to reduce the rate. 

\-t'hatever the I!Jeri ts of these al terrwti ve courses, they would 

have been an incorrect interpretation of Ministers views. 

(v) The close reporting arrangements we have with the 

BauY.. Cire particularly Dec(:ssary at times of pressure, when 

the resulari ty can be increased at 'v.'ill. We all need to 

bJOw ,..nat is coin§; on, \·;i th the opportunity to review the 

starie!.;), in the liEht of d cvelop;nents should that become 

necessary.-

(vi) =qually, during an e?isode like this the 3~~k need to 

be ~ept in touch very closely with other eve~ts that could 

have c. becirinc on the r 'c te (eg the d e cis ion on l~orth Sea 

price::;). 

fu} 1;)' '::le ~~e t up in t :1cse cj :·'cu~. st,~;: : C'." J s , 2 :J j 't.:lC \'::~' s in .... :hi ch 

it cCluld 88 i! :: }'1(~""2~ite d. 

8 



c-g) 

• ~ 
year no longer applies. We have also told them that should the 
rate come under sharp pressure a~ain they should for the present 
regard the $289 million balance of the $500 million agreed for 
for week to 11 June as available for use on the same pattern as in 
the period 4-8 June; but that with the rate starting from a lower 
level the question of interest rate policy might well arise earlier 
than before. 

9 

D L C PERETZ 

26 June 1981 
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cc :Financial Secretary 
Sir D vlass 
Iir Burns 
Sir K Couzens 

~\'7 b) 

Mr Hancock r Middleton 
Mr Britto 

THE POU1'TD IS STILL AFLOAT 

.I1r Lav e / 
Mr P etz./ 
Mr iley 
Mrs Rowlatt 
Mr Spencer 

You asked for comments on Christopher Johnson's latest 
piece in the Lloyd's Bank Economic Bulletin in which he 
describes his new exchange rate equation which, apparently, 
enabled him to predict the fall in the $/£ rate in the 
first five months of this year. Hr Johnson has kindly 
supplied us with a description of his equation and the 
underlying research. It is not an impressive piece of work, 
from either a theoretical or empirical standpoint. It 
offers very little insight into the past behaviour of the 
exchange rate and I cannot help feeling that there is a 
large ~l~ment of luck in its relatively successful 
forecasting performance since last August. It is worth noting 

incidentally, that it did not predict the very sharp fall in 
the rate which has taken place since the end of May (it 
forecasts $2.08 and $2.05 for June and July respectively). 

The Eguation 

2. The level of the $/£ rate is explained by the level of 
the covered interest rate differential between US and UK 

Treasury bills , by lagged rates of retail price inflation in 
the UK and the US, and by past levels of the exchange rate 
itself. The only other explanatory variable is a dummy 

representing the abolition of exchange controls in autumn 

;1979. There are no oil variables of any sort, and attempts 

to include them proved unsuccessful. A striking featur.e of 



the estimated equation is that the rate of inflation in the 
US is about four times as important as the UK inflation rate 

in explaining the ;3/£ rate. tlr Johnson argues that this 
disparity refl ects the importance of North SeC) oil. All the 

e quation actually does , however, is describe the fact that 
the £ /$ rate has changed in real terms. It does not explain why 

this has happened. 

Comment 

3. The apparently good tracking performance of the equation 
up to mid-1980 is deceptive. Estimated values of the exchange 

rate yielded by the equation are held close to actual outturns 
by the large weight assigned to past actual values of the rate 
itself. As a result the equation tends to pick up turning 
points in the rate only after they have happened. Again, this 
implies that the equation is simply describing what happened , 

rather than identifying the main independent influences on the 
rate. The track record is therefore unlikely to be a good guide 
to the equation's ability to forecast. 

4. The equation's value as a forecasting tool is also 
seriously limited by the use of the covered diffenential. 
Assumptions about future movements in this variable require 
forecasts of the cost of forward cover as well as relative 

interest rates. Changes in the covered differential are 
notoriously difficult to model, and Mr Johnson does not appear 
to have made the attempt. His published forecasts are based on 
judgemental guesses which do not appear to have been notably 

accurate . 

5. The story underlying the forecast Mr Johnson made last 

August is not very compelling. For reasons he does not 
explain, he assu.rned that the covered differential in favour 

of sterling Hould rise in t he latter part of 1980 to around 2, 

and then fall back to 0 and -'1 by t he Spring and early Summer 

Since increases in the covered diI1erential push up 

the $/£ rate. and 90% of the adjustment is complete within 

three months ~ this asswnption al<:me \!V0uld tend to produce the 

profile for the rate shown by his forecast. This element of 

:-) 

t· • 
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the forecast is best regarded as a proxy for 'confidence ' 
cHid. :,:hile I'll' J ohllson Hlay have made a reasonable guess at 
lW~·l this ':Iould develop there is no particular science 
involved. The other element in the forecast is the delayed -
and differential - impact of changes in UK and US inflation 
rates some two or three years earlier. Recent changes in 
inflation have no bearing, since both inflation terms have a 
'start delay' of eight quarters, and it is a further four 
quarters before even 90% of the adjustment to this information 
is complete . 

Alternative models of the exchange rate 

6 . Detailed criticism of this particular equation aside, I 
am myself increasingly disenchanted with the general approach 

to exchange rate modelling which it embodies. It implies an 
exchange market which reacts only sluggishly to current 

developments - an assumption which is hard to reconcile with 

the short run volatility of exchange rates observed in 
practice. Models of the exchange rate which are forward 
rather than backward looking offer more insight into why the 
exchange rate is prone to sudden jumps. On this view, 
current levels of the rate incorporate all available information, 
and short run movements in the rate are dominated by 
unexpected developments. Applied to ' recent developments one 
might argue that the principal ' surprises' in recent months have 
centered on US monetary policy. t,.Jhat has prompted the dollar to 

rise against other major currencies has been the market's 
r eassessment of the future prospects for US interest rates. I 

find this a more plausible explanation for the sharp fall in 
the £/$ rate than explanatioIJS\\1hich, like 11r Johnson's,rely on 

delayed reactions to old information about inflation, and 
guesses about movements in the covered differential which in 

practice are probably heavily dominated by changes in 
market sentiment. 

'7. Surpri se models may be useful in understanding the past, 

but they have obvious limitations when it comes to fore casting. 

Dl.J.t experience of the last fevl yeHrs tends to support the view 

that <.3.ttempts to predict the short run behaviour of the . exchange 

3 
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l'c!.tc~ a:C8 large.Ly a vias te of time. I~ol'vJarcl rates have not 

beeIl C;o od ex post predictors of spot rates, but they may 

still represent the best guess about the future that can be 

made on the basis of existing i nformation . It may be more 

rewarding t o concentrate research on improving our understanding 
o:f the factors influencing long run trends in the real exchange 

rate - itself a difficult enough task, given North Sea oil and 

the uncertainties surrounding the world oil market. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
8 July 1981 
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